
Comments Report for Spring 2012, COMM 3510 Intro to Web 
Design Section 1 
Instructor: GEHL, ROBERT (Primary)

Instructor Student 
Disposition

Text Responses 

Question: List two things about the course content, materials or design that were effective 
for your learning, or make constructive suggestions for improvement. 

  The in class work days were so helpful! 

 
Good balance of coding and design. Instruction was focussed on obtaining a general knowledge of 
basic web design instead of heavy focus on useless details 

  The intro to web design was simple and easy to understand. I learned a lot from doing coding in class. 
  The teacher walks you through the lesson and is willing to stop and answer questions 
  Rob’s hands on help and plethora of examples where vital in my introduction to web design. 
  It gave you a guide to work on independently and and it gave you step by step instructions 
  Very basic material, simply put to easily learn. 

 
The content material that teaches how to write html was great. Also the reference guide was very 
helpful 

  hands on learning. hands on teaching. 
Question: List two things about this instructor that were effective for your learning, or make 
constructive suggestions for improvement. 

GEHL   Very knowledgeable and helpful 

GEHL  
I found it effective when you did coding with us in class. Maybe for quizzes give a slight review of 
what will be covered on it. 

GEHL  
Instructor was honest, if he didn’t know something he didn’t have an ego, he showed us how to figure 
it out. One thing that may help beginners is an explanation of what coding means, "using commands to 
make pages appear how you desire" type explanation. Some new people seemed a bit lost 

GEHL  
Always available for advice and to answer questions, as well as the work days provided an 
atmosphere that was not stressful when working on assignments 

GEHL  
Rob challenged us with the assignments but also provided plenty of assistance so that everyone could 
succeed. 

GEHL   Troubleshooted with as many students as he could and listened and was understanding to the problem 
GEHL   Very helpful!! Really knows what he is talking about. And he’s funny. 
GEHL   The instructor it was very personal and available As well as willing to work with students 
GEHL   hands on learning, hands on teaching. 
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